hiSpace Quick Connect tables feature a provision to adjust leg placement relative to the sides of the table to maximize user legroom or create a perimeter large enough to connect any of the many desk edge screens available in the Teknion Complements offering.

hiSpace Quick Connect tables also include a gyroscope-based collision detection system, a new BIFMA compliant height-adjustment range from 22.6 to 48.7 inches (57.4 to 123.6 cm). In addition, each table also comes programmed with the ability to have a single button push adjust the table to its next memory position as well as set both maximum and minimum height limits.

hiSpace Quick Connect tables have been reengineered to include new features and achieve an assembly time of less than five minutes, all at a 10 percent list price reduction. The new design incorporates three primary features:

• Quick Connect "Connection Kit" top frame which is pre-installed on the worksurface
• Slide & Lock leg columns that utilize a simple slide feature to connect the legs to the worksurface and a cam lock to secure them in place
• Power Pak, a prewired Felt Cover Cable Organizer to manage cables and controls, the control box, the switch, motor cables, and table power cord.

The table is available in two depths – 23 and 29 inches (58 and 74cm); and five widths – 46 to 70 inches in 6-inch increments (117 to 178cm in 15cm increments). The base features three finish options in Very White, Ebony and Platinum. Worksurfaces are available in Foundation Laminate, and Seamless finishes with a choice of straight or radius edge options.
In collaboration with Vondom – a leading Spanish provider of furniture for modern indoor and outdoor commercial spaces – Studio TK is offering four new collections in North America.

Delta seating

The Delta collection by Jorge Pensi blends equally well with exterior or interior contemporary spaces. The design intent behind the Delta chair was to create a timeless product that constantly seeks to strike a balance between realism and surrealism − matter and antimatter, abstraction and emotion. The goal was to maximize emotions while minimizing resources, questioning the common logic of something new. Delta seating is made of injected polypropylene with fiberglass. Chairs are stackable and available in several colors.

Africa seating

The Africa collection includes a chair, armchair and bar stool. The essence of this collection is reflected in its simple and natural forms. As the Africa collection’s designer, Eugeni Quitllet, says: “The most simple things are the most original. The most original thing is to be simple.”

The Africa chair is made of injected polypropylene with fiberglass. Chairs and stools are stackable and available in several colors.

Kes seating system

Designed by Gabriele + Oscar Buratti, Kes is a simple chair and armchair. The collection of seating is perfectly suited for transitional indoor and outdoor spaces allowing for use in the indoor café as well as the outdoor patio. Kes is a versatile complement to Studio TK’s existing tables collections and Vondom’s outdoor table solutions.

Formed from injected polypropylene with fiberglass, Kes is stackable and available in several colors.

Mari-Sol tables

Studio TK is offering Mari-Sol Café, Occasional and Work tables in North America in partnership with Vondom – a leading Spanish provider of furniture for modern indoor and outdoor commercial spaces. Mari-Sol is a table collection designed by Eugeni Quitllet that combines technology in its function with sensuality in its shape. Different dimensions allow the tables to adapt to any environment.

Café Tables, Occasional Tables and Work Tables are offered in different combinations of base styles, and various sizes of Round and Square Tops.
Studio TK has expanded the Bevy Table line to include more sizes and options to increase planning capabilities in evolving workplaces. Additions of back-painted glass finishes and high work tables in the Y-base pedestal tables create personalized high work touchdown spaces. Also added is a large round conference table within the wood leg version of Bevy.

Rec worktables

Designed by Christophe Pillet, Rec worktables are inspired by the raw, rectangular worktable from the industrial age, Rec creates high work postures ideal for today’s social spaces. Rec worktables provide compelling high work settings for the more active worker and creative types – those who need to sit or stand and accomplish solo, heads-down work. Rec supports applications that serve both perimeter and open space planning, for personal touchdowns, quick gatherings and longer-term collaborative work scenarios.

Rec worktables are offered in three popular heights. Two top styles in multiple sizes are available in linoleum, laminate and veneer. Three base styles are finished in 16 powdercoat colors.

Sly tables

The Sly Table series is illusory, tricking the viewer’s eye. Although the table surface appears to be angled, it is perfectly level.

Sly is a crafted, light-scale occasional table series with a simple, unbalanced approach. The edge detailing creates a sense of non-conformity to traditional norms. Surface materials include linoleum, laminate, veneer and back-painted glass. An exposed plywood edge detail is framed with linoleum tops.

The unique base design incorporates three diameters and heights, comprising Side, Occasional and Coffee Tables. Various base sizes increase visual interest in a setting when multiple Sly tables are specified, and enable the overlapping and nesting of tables.

The materiality of the inset top, in combination with an expansive base palette, allows designers to create iconic lounge, greeting or public settings.

Havn table series

In coordination with the Havn lounge series, Busk-Hertzog set out to create a small yet versatile series of universal occasional tables that matched Havn seating’s crafted architecture.

Havn tables complement Havn seating both in design and functionality but, at the same time, work perfectly on their own or together with other lounge furniture, within or outside the Studio TK collection. Combining various heights, sizes, shapes, materials and colors, Havn configurations are as endless as the ways they can be applied.

Bevy extensions

Studio TK has expanded the Bevy Table line to include more sizes and options to increase planning capabilities in evolving workplaces. Additions of back-painted glass finishes and high work tables in the Y-base pedestal tables create personalized high work touchdown spaces. Also added is a large round conference table within the wood leg version of Bevy.

Beso additions

Studio TK has added new base styles to the Beso chair collection. The added sled and 4-star wire base in the armless and arm guest chairs creates even more opportunities for small meeting rooms or café spaces. And a new sled base for the lounge chair gives more possibilities for an already expansive product.
The Clique seating collection gets even larger with the addition of tables that fit within the seating module. Add the table to the corners or ends for a place to put your bag or coffee while you work. Also added is the ability to connect power to the Clique bench in between every seat so you can stay charged at all times.